
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF FREE CONVECTION 

ABOVE A HEATED HORIZONTAL WIRE 

Y u .  N.  L y a k h o v  

Results are presented of an experimental  investigation of the convective plume above a fine 
horizontal wire,  heated by a constant  cu r ren t  in air  and in water .  The temperature  d is t r i -  
bution in the plume was investigated using the IAB-451 shadow instrument  in the diffraction 
in te r fe romet ry  method. The exper imental  resu l t s  are in good agreement  with laminar 
convection theories  above a l inear heat source.  In the air ,  a compar ison was made with 
the experimental  resu l t s  of other authors.  

A theoret ical  investigation of free laminar  convection from a linear heat source was made in [ i-4] ,  
of which the most  detailed are [3, 4]. Almost simultaneously with [4], two experimental  investigations were 
published, dealing with the two-dimensional  s ta t ionary laminar  convective plume in air  [5, 6]. Reference 
[5] investigated the velocity and tempera ture  fields for a single thermal  condition. The velocity field was 
investigated by photographing a dust- laden s t r eam in s troboscopic light. The tempera ture  field was 
measured  f rom in te r fe rograms  obtained on a M a c h - Z e n d e r  in te r fe rometer .  In [6] a detailed investigation 
was made of the temperature  field in a two-dimensional  convective plume. The temperature  measurements  
were made by means of a thermocouple probe t r ave r sed  in the plume region.  The resul ts  of these inves-  
tigations showed good argeement  with the numer ica l  solution of the two-dimensional  problem [3] for a ir  
(Prandtl number P = 0.7). No experimental  investigation have beefl made, apparently,  of convection f rom 
a l inear heat source in a capi l lary  liquid. 

1. In this paper the heat source was a platinum wire of diameter  0.095 mm and length 9.13 cm, 
s tretched at a height H above the surface of a horizontal flat plate of size 28 • 10 • cm, and paral le l  to 
the shor te r  side~ One end of the wire was fastened by means of a bronze spring, which applied the r e -  
quired tension in the wire and avoided its becoming slack when heated. The platinum wire,  which also 
acted as a res i s tance  the rmomete r ,  formed one element  of a balanced bridge circui t .  The cur ren t  in the 
bridge during operation was measured  in t e rms  of the voltage drop over a s tandard 1-~ res i s to r~  The 
c i rcu i t  was supplied with constant  cu r ren t  f rom a large capacity bat tery  sys tem.  All the conducting wires 
in the low-res i s tance  branches  of the bridge c i rcui t  were cal ibrated beforehand, their r es i s tances  was taken 
into account in calculating the res i s tance  of the platinum wire~ 

The model was located inside a rec tangular  insulated chamber  of dimensions 60 • 30 cm, and height 
60 em.  The end walls, of size 60 x 60 cm, contained protec ted  p lane-para l le l  windows of the IAB-451 
equipment~ The para l le l i sm of the windows was checked by an autocollimation method. The insulated 
chamber  was located in the working space of the IAB-451 shadow instrument  so that the end viewing 
windows were s t r ic t ly  perpendicular ,  and the heated wire was s t r ic t ly  paral lel  to the optical axis of the 
ins t rument .  

The s t ructure  of convective flow above a thin heated cylinder is such that the diffraction in te r fe rom-  
etry method [8, 9] is well suited for studying the plume temperature  field. To apply the method a ve r t i c -  
al split of width 0.01 mm was mounted in the focal plane of the IAB-451 col l imator ,  and a wire of 0~ mm 
was located at the focus of the viewing tube. The light source was a DRSh-250 lamp with a filter which 
passed  the yellow line of the mercu ry  spect rum,  of wave length ~ = 579 mp .  
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Fig. 1 

It was establ ished by special p re l iminary  tests that the proximity of the plate (the thermal  conductiv- 
ity of the plate mater ia l  is ~ = 6.10 -4 c a l / c m  sec~ affects the convective heat t ransfer  f rom the wire,  
both in air  and in water ,  only when the wire is in the immediate vinieity of the plate. For  H -> 3, the heat 
t ransfer  f rom the wire is given by the conventional empir ica l  relation for free convection f rom thin 
cyl inders  in an infinite region [7], with Rayleigh numbers  in the range 10 -2  to 1: 

N = 103 R'/, (1.1) 

where the Nusselt  and Rayleigh numbers  are  calculated on wire diameter .  This means that the entire 
thermal  power dissipated by the wire goes to form convective flow above the source .  In the experiments  
investigating the plume, the distance H was such that Eq. (1.1) was satisfied. 

Photographs of the observed interference picture are shown in Fig. 1 (a is the convective plume in 
air ,  per  unit thermal  power dissipated by the heated wire ql = 45.3-10 -3 c a l / e m  sec; b is for distilled water,  
ql = 8 5 " 6 " 1 0 - 3  c a l / e m  sec). The photographs (part icularly Fig. la) show a periodic variation of the intensity 
and width of the interference fr inges.  This effect, due to the existence in the plume of a vertical  component 
of temperature  gradient,  does not complicate calculation of the interference picture however. The in ter -  
ference fringes in the photographs are i so therms  in the plane perpendicular  to the heat source passing 

through its center .  An end effect is observed above the ends of the wire.  The 
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plume cont rac ts  somewhat on top in a vert ical  plane passing through the source.  
The end effect  was taken into account in reducing the in ter ferograms~ The degree 
of contract ion of the plume was determined f rom a shadow photograph made with 
the model rota ted through 90 ~ about a vert ical  axis, in conditions the same as 
for the basic exper iments .  The in te r fe rograms  were p rocessed  to yield the 
tempera ture  field in the plume above the source.  For  water the relation between 
the ref rac t ive  index n and the tempera ture  t was taken f rom [10, where values 
of n = n(t) every  1 deg C are given. The temperature  was computed by in ter -  
polation for intermediate values. Subsequent process ing  of the experimental  
resu l t s  was pe r fo rmed  as in [6]. The theory of laminar  convection above a 

Fig. 2 
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l inear heat source in an unbounded medium [3] gives the following dependence of the temperature  in the 
plume T ( re fe r red  to the tempera ture  of the undisturbed fluid, a ssumed  to be zero) on the coordinates  
and power of the source:  

ql4]j -8/5 T = - - x  h(~), ~:[g~qlo]V'x-2/'y, B=[g~v~p4c~pl '/' (1.2) 
B Lp%Voj 

Here h(}) is a dimensionless function giving the temperature profile; } is a dimensionless variable; 

x and y are the vertical and horizontal coordinates, calculated from the heat source; g is the acceleration 
due to gravity, fi is the coefficient of volume expansion; ~ is the kinematic viscosity; p is the density; 
ep is the specific heat at constant pressure; and h(~) is found by solving the system of ordinary differential 
equations: 

with the boundary conditions 

] "  + 3/51]" --1/5 (/ 'p + h =  O, h' + 8/5 P / h  = 0 (1.3) 

] = f ' = 0  (~=0), ] ' = h = 0  ( ~ = ~ )  (1A) 

It can be seen f rom Eq. (1.2) that in the plane of s y m m e t r y  of the plume (~ = 0), where the maximum 
tempera ture  T m are ebtained for each horizontal c r o s s  sect ions,  the ver t ical  coordinate x is l inear ly  
re la ted to the quantity 

ql4/5 ]5/a 
= L ~ J  = Eh (o)1% (1.5) 

This pa r ame te r  is determined experimentally~ 

The experimental  resul ts  were p roces sed  to give the graph (Fig. 2), relat ing ~? to the vert ical  coord i -  
nate x ' ,  reckoned in the exper iment  f rom the center  of the heated wire.  The value of the compound quantity 
B of physical  pa r ame te r s  of the fluid was calculated fo r  each thermal  condition and each c ross  section 
x '  = const  at the tempera ture  t = t o + 1/2 Tin, where t o is the temperature  of the undisturbed fluid. Figure 
2 shows this relat ion for a i r .  Each point on the graph is the resul t  of averaging experimental  data for the 
three conditions (q/= 19.3-10 -3, 29.9.10 -3 and 45.3.10 -3 c a l / c m  sec). The fact that the experimental  line 
does not in te rsec t  the x axis at the origin in due to the finite diameter  of the wire.  The coordinates x in 
Eq. (1.5) and x '  in the exper iment  are re la ted by the express ion x = x '  + 0.12 cm.  Reference [6] obtained 
x = x' + 0.21 cm (the d iameter  of the wire used as the heater  was 1 rnm). The slope of the line (Fig. 2) 
gives the maximum value of the dimensionless tempera ture  profile function h(0) = 0.383, which is 2.4% 
above the theoret ical  value of 0.373 f rom the data of [3]. In [6] the experimental  value found was h(0) = 
0.315, which is 15% below the theoret ical  value~ 
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TABLE 1 

I 
x'. [ i cal I -  ql 
c.~ 'cnl's~. ql 

I % 
8T~/4 5g~14 

5.5 86.8.t0-81 i.4 0.26 I 0.59 I t.18 
6.4 85.7.t0 -3 0.i 0.29 0.66 I i.i6 
8.7 85.0.10 -3 --0.7 0.33 I 0.75 I t.t8 

solutiOnp=7for ~T,14= 0.831 ~gl/4= 2.t3 1.03 

The better agreement  between the experimental  data of 
the present  paper  and the resul ts  of theory is due to the fact that 
the construction of the experimental  equipment used in this 
work apparently provides conditions c loser  to those assumed in 
the theoretical  analysis ,  m [6] the heated wire was located at 
a distance of 30.5 cm from the bottom of the insulated chamber ,  
which had, moreover ,  a rectangular  aperture of size 18 x 48 cm,  
covered with a b ras s  mesh.  This construct ion did not guard 
against inflow of cold fluid into the plume from regions located 
above the source level. This can also be seen f rom the photo- 
graph with l ight-scat ter ing par t ic les ,  shown in [5]. In our work 

the volume offluid surrounding the heat source was bounded below by an impermeable  plate, and therefore 
had no effect on the formation of the plume, in a thermal  sense.  The theory of laminar  convection above 
a l inear source [3], with which the experimental  resul ts  are compared,  was constructed in the boundary 
layer  approximation,  and did not take into account convective phenomena occuring below the level of the 
source.  

2___:. In addition to the exper iments  with air ,  the convective plume above a heated wire was investigated 
in distilled water,  for  four thermal  conditions~ The experimental  resul ts  with water are shown in Fig. 3; 
points 1, 2, 3, and 4 cor respond  to values of ql = 8"69"10-3' 39.0"10 -3, 85.6"10 -3, 161-10 -3 c a l / e m  see. The 
straight  line drawn through the exper imental  points gives the relation x = x'  + 0.07 cm,  in this case.  The 
values of h{0) found for water f rom the slope of the line in Fig. 3, is 1.013, with an average e r r o r  of 2.5% 
for the individual experimental  points {maximum e r r o r  is 4.7%). Reference [3] did not give a solution of 
Eqs.  (1.3) for Prandtl  number P = 7. We ca r r i ed  out numer ica l  integration of Eqs.  {1.3) with boundary 
conditions (1.4) for P = 7, using a finite difference method~ The value of h{0) was 0.951• 1.2%. Thus, 
good agreement  between experiment  and theory  for water was found, within the l imits of experimental  e r r o r .  

Figure 4b shows the dimensional tempera ture  profi les at severa l  c ross  sections in the convective 
plume in water for the thermal  conditions ql = 85~ c a l / c m  sec.  The same figure {Fig. 4a) shows 
dimensionless  tempera ture  profi les  in the plume, f rom the resul ts  of solving Eq. (1.3) with 1 ~ = 7 {solid 
line) and the experimental  results{q/ = 85.6.10 -3 c a l / c m  sec; the experimental  points 1, 2, 3, and 4 c o r -  
respond to c ross  sections at the distances 2.9, 5.5, 6.4, and 8.7 cm from the center  of the heated wire). 

For  one thermal  condition measurements  were made of the velocity profile at severa l  sections of 
the plume in water .  The velocit ies were measured  by photographing l ight-scat ter ing par t ic les  of aluminum 
powder,  suspended in the liquid, with s t roboscopic illumination of the flow. 

Dimensionless profi les  of the ver t ica l  velocity in the plume were constructed f rom measurements  of 
the photographs and then the known dimensional temperature  profi les  in the plume at the same sections 
were used to compute the integral :  

c o  

I ~ 2pcp i uTdy 
o 

which gives the heat flux density ca r r i ed  away by the plume. The resul ts  are shown in Table 1. The values 
of the integral  I for the various sections agree ,  within an accuracy  no worse than 1.4%, with the thermal  
power dissipated by the source (q/ = 85.6-10 -3 c a l / c m  sec). 

Table 1 also gives resu l t s  of comparing the thicknesses of the thermal  and hydrodynamic boundary 
layers  for a plume in water ,  f rom the experimental  data and the resu l t s  of numer ica l  solution of Eqs. 
(1.3). The quantity 5 T (or 5g) with subscr ip t  1/4 is the distance horizontally f rom the plume plane of 
symmet ry ,  to the point at which the tempera ture  or the vert ical  velocity at the given section has fallen off 
by a factor  of 4 with respec t  to the maximum value. It can be seen f rom Table 1 that these resul ts  are 
also in agreement .  The ra t io  between the thicknesses  of the thermal  and hydrodynamic boundary layers  
obtained in this paper  agrees  with the resu l t s  of the approximate solution: 

k : - - ~  VV 
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where the constant k, which is independent of the value of P, is close to 1.1 for the plume. 

This result was obtained by I. G. Sebruk atthe Perrn' State University. 

The author wishes to express his indebtedness to V. D. Zimin and N. V. Ryzhanov for their assistance 
with numerical solutions of Eqs. (1.3). 
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